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Book mathematics
Probability would seem to be an obvious math-
ematical topic to arise in otherwise ordinary
books. However, usually the narrative interest
of whether or not a character in a novel wins a
bet, for example, gives little attention to the
actual probabilities: the hoped for event either
happens or it does not. Unfortunately, most
books that do contain some attention to proba-
bility that is mathematically interesting are
quite unsuitable for young readers; or, to
express this slightly differently, responsible
teachers should not be the ones encouraging
adolescents to read such books.
Luke Rhinehart’s strictly adults-only novel
The Dice Man (1971), describes a person who
decides that if life is actually rather random,
why not let important decisions be settled by
rolling a dice. Oddly, around 1953, the great
Carl Barks wrote a “Donald Duck” story where
Donald is inspired by a crackpot lecturer to live
according to the religion of “flipism” — where
the toss of a coin decides things. You can
imagine the chaos this causes!
Ian Fleming’s first book, Casino Royale
(1953) — which I am prepared to argue is vastly
superior to either of the two film versions, as are
all the Bond books, in my opinion! — is also
adults-only, as would be expected. It presents
James Bond as an extremely experienced
gambler, at first successfully playing a system
in roulette, and later exploiting the fact that
baccarat (similar to Black Jack or Twenty-One)
is the most favourable to the gambler (rather
than the “house”) of all casino games. In later
books Bond plays Bridge with a similar forceful-
ness (Moonraker), and gambles cannily at golf
(Goldfinger). Fleming explains enough about
these gambling activities to make the mathe-
matics almost tangible.
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Powder and Patch: The Transformation of
Philip Jettan (1923) was written by Georgette
Heyer, a popular twentieth century writer of
historical romance; think, for example, of The
Scarlet Pimpernel, without the guillotine, or a
Jane Austen novel with some duelling. In
Powder and Patch (face-powder, not gun-
powder; face-patch, not pirate eye-patch), the
beautiful heroine Cleone Charteris finds herself
compromised in a matter of emotional black-
mail by the dubious Sir Deryk Brenderby. 
Brenderby’s eyes were alight with impish
laughter.
“I’ll make a bargain, sweetest! You shall play
me for it.” [She wants him to return a fallen
locket, without opening it to see what embar-
rassing secret it contains.] He picked up the
dice box. “If you beat my throw [of one die], I
will give you the locket unopened. If you lose
you shall pay a price for it… One hard-earned
kiss. Come, you must admit my terms are
generous!”
“I won’t! How dare you, sir! And it is
my locket! You have no right to it!”
“What I find I keep. Come! The odds
are equal, and in neither case do I
open the locket!” (Heyer: Chapter
XVI “Mistress Cleone Finds There is
No Safety in Numbers”: pp
138–139).
Are the odds equal? Are his terms
generous?
Although C. S. Forester’s Lieutenant
Hornblower (1952) was written for adults, it is
one of those older style “general exhibition”
novels that adventurous 10 year-olds can enjoy,
safely. Surprisingly, as an epilogue to a tale of
high naval adventure, the last three chapters
reveal Hornblower in a brief period of interna-
tional peace, with no ship duties, and no
income, not even the half-pay of an officer with
no posting. He supports himself by playing
whist, a popular early trick-taking suit-
following card game, and a worthy ancestor of
Five Hundred, Euchre, Solo, and Bridge. (These
are games that, like chess, require serious
mathematical thought!)
After narrowly losing (to a very senior naval
officer), the winner remarks to Hornblower, “I
cannot remember another occasion when the
dealer has held a singleton trump twice
running”. 
Hornblower replies with great restraint, “In a
long period of play, my lord, … every possible
combination of cards can be expected,”
(Chapter XIX).
Earlier Hornblower remarks to his former
shipmate Lieutenant Bush, “In the long run the
chances right themselves mathematically. But
the periods when they are unbalanced can be
distressing” (Chapter XIX).
As Hornblower prepares to
resume playing with the
wealthy senior officer, his friend
asks him if he can afford to
play, having lost most of his
kitty.
“I can afford to lose one
rubber,” answered Hornblower,
“…But on the other hand if I win
the first I can afford to lose the
next two. And if I win the first and
second I can afford to lose the next
three, And so on,” (Chapter XIX).
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